THE S.S. PIRZADA DISSERTATION PRIZE IN PAKISTAN — AWARD CEREMONY —

Lecture by the 2015 Award Winner, Dr. Amber H. Abbas

Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada
Elder statesman of Pakistan, leading historian of the Pakistan movement, and among Pakistan’s leading constitutional experts

Amber Heather Abbass
Assistant Professor, St. Joseph’s University
2015 S.S. Pirzada Dissertation Award Winner

The Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada Endowment on Pakistan, established by Rafat Pirzada and his wife, Amna Jaffer, and named after Rafat Pirzada’s father, Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada, supports i) the Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada Dissertation Prize on Pakistan (an annual dissertation prize for the best work in the humanities, social sciences, law, or public health on Pakistan, the region that is Pakistan, or things to do with Pakistan), and ii) the Syed Sharifuddin Pirzada Lecture on Pakistan (an annual lecture that spotlights the winner of the S.S. Pirzada Dissertation Prize). Rafat Pirzada is a Silicon Valley based entrepreneur and venture capitalist.

The Pirzada Dissertation Prize Committee congratulates Dr. Amber H. Abbas (Assistant Professor, St. Joseph’s University) on receiving the first S.S. Pirzada Dissertation Prize in Pakistan Studies. Dr. Abbas’s dissertation—Narratives of Belonging: Aligarh Muslim University and the Partitioning of South Asia—was completed at UT-Austin under the supervision of Professor Gail Minault.
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